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I

FJ 33

will say as follows: -

1. Further to my previous statement, I now wish to provide further information to
the Inquiry in response to issues identified in the Schedule 9 Notice.
2. As I previously explained, from 1984-1990 I was
. As a staff team we were alert to the possibility of
sexual activity taking place between the young people living in the Home.
There is potential for this wherever children and adolescents are in a
communal living setting. We were aware that some of the children were
victims of sexual abuse, confirmed or unconfirmed, so we looked out for
behaviour that related to this i.e. over sexualised conversation or behaviour,
precocious behaviour, over-familiarity with adults and lack of appreciation of
one’s own and other’s body space. Behaviours like this were noted and
recorded in the daily log book , children’s files and referred to in reports for
review meetings. Where appropriate, Keyworkers would address this
behaviour with the children concerned.
3. Between 1984 -1990 there were sporadic incidents of a sexual nature
involving children in the home and these were dealt with as they arose. I am
not aware of any orchestrated pattern of peer abuse as was uncovered at
Harberton House in March 1990. I was made aware of the investigation at
TL 4
Harberton by
.
4. Some examples of the way in which the incidents that arose in Fort James
were dealt with are as follows:
(i)
A fifteen year old boy and a fourteen year old girl were engaged in a
number of incidents of a sexual nature on 6th July, 7th July, and 10th
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August 1989. From admission staff were aware of the girl’s
background. It was suspected that she had been sexually abused over
a lengthy period in her own home. However nothing was proven and
the child denied that anything untoward took place. However, this child
was very sexually aware, had no concept of appropriate personal body
space and always seemed to be on the look-out for opportunities to
engage in sexual behaviour. For this reason House Parents were
vigilant in trying to keep an eye on her movements. These incidents
were reported and recorded in accordance with standard Western
Health and Social Services Board procedures. House Parents on duty
spoke to both young people about their behaviour and the need for
constant vigilance was emphasised at handover meetings and
subsequent team meetings.
an officer from the
RUC Care Unit to speak with both young people to underline the
seriousness of their behaviour. This is referred to in a statement I made
to the police on 23rd August 1989, see FJH 3007.
(ii)

with
On another occasion I was
FJ 12
.
I heard voices coming from one of the single
rooms occupied by a 13 year old girl. On entering the room I found a
17 year old male lying on top of the bed beside her. He was an older
resident, living in one of the flats, and had been noticed flirting with this
girl for some days previously. I noticed a smell of alcohol on his
breathe as I confronted him and asked him to return to his own
accommodation. He suddenly went into a rage, started to run towards
the other bedrooms and threatened to wreck the house. I physically
restrained him while FJ 12 rang the police for help. When two
policemen arrived twenty minutes later he immediately calmed down
and agreed to return to his flat. During the night he trashed his flat and
absconded to Liverpool. Some months later he was arrested and
charged with paramilitary offences and sent to a young offenders
centre. The incident was recorded in accordance with procedure and
support and counselling was provided for the teenage girl to help her
keep safe.

(iii)

On 6th July 1989 a seventeen year old female resident confided to a
member of staff that she had consensual sexual intercourse with an
eighteen year old male resident on three separate occasions. Both
young people were living in the independent flats at the time. A Senior
House Parent spoke with both young people about their behaviour and
the possible implications, legal and otherwise. The young female had a
pregnancy test which proved negative. She was counselled about
personal relationships and given information and advice about
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contraception. The incident was reported and recorded in accordance
with standard WHSSB procedures.
This case illustrates some of the issues for staff in residential settings:
•

•

•

Consensual Sexual activity between older teenagers, one just
below the legal age of consent- should young people be
criminalised for this?
How much supervision is appropriate for young people in
Independent Living Flats; when does consensual sexual activity
become abuse;
The WHSSB duty of care for young people versus their right to
experience life and learn from their mistakes, like their peers in
the community.

5. In relation to whether the Board considers that there were practices and
policies within either Home that permitted or facilitated such behaviour, what
was done in relation to this issue, were any managerial or operational
changes made to seek to prevent such behaviour and if so explain what steps
were taken and by whom, I would respond as follows;
5.1

After the discovery of orchestrated peer abuse in Harberton House
there was a realisation by the Board that there was a need to have
night waking staff on duty, in addition to staff sleeping-in, to guard
against similar incidents recurring. This was subsequently implemented
in both homes. In relation to young people living in the flats at Fort
James there was a growing realisation that the young people needed
much greater support and guidance than we were resourced to provide
and over the next few years dedicated staff were allocated for this
purpose. Today there is a fully dedicated team of staff supporting
young people leaving care, called the 16 Plus Team.

5.2

The DL 518 report contains a series of recommendations to address
these issues. I am unable to confirm how these were implemented or
any subsequent changes as I had moved on to work in a different
post

I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed
Dated

2nd June 2015

